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A QUICK REVIEW



“White Collar” Exemptions

“White Collar” Exemptions
• Executive
• Administrative
• Learned Professional
• Creative Professional
• Computer
• Outside Sales



“White Collar” Exemptions

• The “white collar” exemption is a 
complete minimum wage and 
overtime exemption for employees 
who are properly classified

• “as such terms are defined and 
delimited from time to time by 
regulations of the Secretary subject 
to the provisions of [the 
Administrative Procedure Act]” 



Three Tests for “White Collar” 
Exemption

• Salary Level
• Salary Basis
• Duties



The Rulemaking Process

• March 2014, Memorandum: President Obama directs 
Secretary of Labor Perez to revise the overtime regulations

• Summer 2014, Secretary Perez held “listening sessions” 
with stakeholders 

• July 6, 2015, Wage & Hour Administrator Weil issues the 
NPRM, proposing  changes to the Part 541 regulations.

• September 4, 2015, the comment period closed after 
nearly 300,000 comments were filed, a DOL record

• March 14, 2016, DOL sends Final Rule to White House 
Office of Management & Budget for review

• May 18, 2016, DOL publishes the Final Rule



NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS 
UNDER THE FLSA



Enterprise Coverage

• Annual gross volume of sales made or business done of 
at least $500,000.

• Non-profit organizations are not covered enterprises 
unless they engage in ordinary commercial activities that 
result in sales made/business done.

• Enterprise coverage only applies to commercial 
activities; does not extend to charitable activities.

• Hospitals and schools (including preschools) are 
covered enterprises under the FLSA. 
– Sponsoring churches may be included as part of the enterprise if 

the school is not a separate entity
– Separation is a question of fact



Individual Coverage

• Individual employees may be covered by the 
FSLA even if their employer is not.

• Individual coverage applies if employees are 
individually engaged in interstate commerce or 
in production of goods for interstate commerce.

• Examples: 
– shipping materials to another state
– making telephone calls to another state
– transporting property to another state



The “Ministerial Exemption”

• There is no statutory “Ministerial 
Exemption” (FLSA or other 
Federal Employment Laws)

• Creation of the Courts based on 
1st Amendment
– Establishment Clause
– Free Exercise Clause



The “Ministerial Exemption”

USSCt (EEOC v. Hosanna-Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church) – 4 
considerations:
1. The individual’s formal title / role – the extent to which it requires 

specific training, education, and other requirements. 
2. The substance of the position and its function within the church. 
3. The individual’s use of the title / position (whether holds self out as 

a minister / takes advantage of tax benefits). 
4. The degree to which the position conveys / perpetuates the 

church’s message / ministry.



Other Religious Workers

• Camp counselors
• Camp / retreat support
• Mission work
• Choir director 
• Church musicians
• House parents (children’s home)



DOL FINAL RULE



What is NOT Changing

• No changes to the salary basis
test

• No changes that impact outside 
sales or teachers

• No changes to the duties tests
– No changes in the definition of 

primary duty
– No changes to the concurrent 

duties provision



Minimum Salary Level

$913 per week ($47,476 annualized)
• Up from the current $455 per week 

($23,660 annualized) 
• Down from DOL’s proposed $50,440
• Set at the 40th percentile of full-time 

non-hourly paid employees is the 
lowest wage Census region (South)
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Bonuses and Commissions

Nondiscretionary bonuses, 
incentive payments and 
commissions, paid at least 
quarterly, can satisfy up to 10 
percent of the minimum salary 
requirement



How Will This Work?

• Each workweek, the employer must pay the 
exempt employee a salary of at least 90% of 
the minimum salary level – $821.70 
($42,728.40 annualized)

• At the end of the quarter, if that salary plus all 
bonuses/commissions paid during the quarter 
does not equal $47,476, to maintain the 
exemption, the employer has to make up       
the shortfall in the first pay period of the 
next quarter.



Highly Compensated Employees

$134,004 total annual compensation
• Up from the current $100,000 
• Up from DOL’s proposed 

$122,000
• Set at the 90th percentile of full-

time non-hourly paid employees 
nationwide



Automatic Increase

The salary levels will 
automatically increase 
every 3 years, beginning 
January 1, 2020



How Will This Work?

• DOL will provide notice of the new salary levels “not less 
than 150 days before the January 1st effective date” in 
the Federal Register and at www.dol.gov/whd

• New levels will be based on BLS Current Population 
Survey data from the second quarter of the year 
preceding the update
– The minimum salary level will be “updated to equal” the 40th 

percentile of weekly earnings of full-time nonhourly workers in 
the lowest-wage Census Region

– The HCE level will be “updated to correspond to” the 90th 
percentile of weekly earnings data of full-time nonhourly workers 
nationally



Effective Date

• December 1, 2016
• But remember, some states require advance 

notice to employees of changes in pay
– In some states only apply to reductions in pay
– Most common is 7 days or one pay period
– Longest is 30 days in Missouri for reductions in pay



PREPARING FOR CHANGE



Preparing for Change

• The new rules are not going to 
go away

• Determining who is properly 
classified and who to reclassify
and implementing reclassification
can take up to six months

• December 1st will be here before 
you know it

• Don’t wait! Start NOW!



Compliance, Step-By-Step

1. Identify employees who may need to 
be reclassified (because of salary 
level or current misclassification)

2. Develop new compensation plan for 
reclassified employees (exempt & 
non-exempt)

3. Review wage-hour policies and 
processes

4. Communicate the changes
5. Train the reclassified employees and 

their managers



Identify Jobs for Review

• All jobs currently paying between $47,446 and 
$134,004  that are classified as exempt

• Jobs paid below $47,476 annual salary
– Or, below $42,728.40 annual salary with at least 

$4,747.60 in bonuses and incentives
• Identify those positions that are so far below the 

minimum that raising them is not economically 
feasible
– “ripple effect” of increasing salary levels
– maintaining pay equity between positions
– be mindful of Equal Pay issues



Duties

• Executive
– Primary duty – managing the 

enterprise or a customarily 
recognized department or 
subdivision

– Direct the work of two or more FTEs
– Authority to hire/fire, or change of 

status recommendations given 
particular weight



Duties

• Administrative
– Primary duty – office/non-

manual work directly related to 
the management or general 
business operations of employer 
or its customers

– Primary duty involves exercise 
of discretion and independent 
judgment on matters of 
significance



Duties

• Professional
– Learned – primary duty is work 

requiring advanced knowledge 
in field of science or learning 
customarily acquired through 
prolonged course of 
specialized instruction

– Creative – primary duty is work 
requiring invention, 
imagination, originality or talent 
in recognized field of artistic or 
creative endeavor



Duties

• Computer
– Computer systems 

analysts, programmers, 
software engineers



Duties

Outside Sales
– Primary duty – making sales or 

obtaining orders for services or 
use of facilities

– Customarily and regularly 
away from employer’s place of 
business

– No salary requirement



Common Misclassifications

• Administrative Assistants 
• Executive Administrative                          

Assistants
• Directors with no subordinates
• Employees who have “always                       

been paid a salary”



Salary Increase or Overtime?

• Pull salary and incentive pay data
• Calculate the cost of increasing salary to $47,476

– Consider lowering incentive pay to offset salary 
increase

• Calculate the cost of overtime
– How many hours are exempt employees are working?
– (Weekly salary / 40) * 1.5 * expected overtime hours



Cost-Neutral Solution

Weekly Salary / (40 + (OT Hours x 1.5))
• With a good estimate of expected weekly 

work hours, applying this formula will provide 
an hourly rate which will result in the same 
weekly and annual compensation

• Yes, its legal – DOL gave us this formula in 
the preamble to the 2003 Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (68 F.R. 15576)



Job Review Process

• Review HRIS Data – salaries, 
bonuses, direct reports, educational 
degrees

• Review Documents – job descriptions, 
training materials, performance 
expectations

• Interview SME managers
• May require legal analysis to 

determine if job duties qualify for an 
exemption
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Compensation Plan Redesign

• Should we continue to pay reclassified employees on 
a salary or convert them to an hourly rate?  

• Should we adjust the salary level downward or adopt 
an hourly rate that will minimize additional costs?

• How will we calculate overtime for salaried non-
exempt employees?
– Divide salary by 40
– Divide salary by actual hours worked
– Fluctuating workweek

• Will we continue to provide incentive compensation?
• Do we need to make changes to any benefits?



The first‐of‐its‐kind, award winning suite of intelligent applications 
delivering expert guidance at internet speed and scale

The FLSA Smart Solution



Review Policies and Processes

• Policies
– Off-the-clock work
– Meal and rest break
– Travel time
– Mobile device

• Processes
– Timekeeping 
– Payroll changes
– Controlling overtime hours



Communicate the Changes

• Need to communicate with senior management, 
managers of reclassified employees and the 
employees themselves

• Key decisions
– Who will communicate the changes?
– What will be communicated?
– How will changes be communicated?
– When will the changes be communicated

• Prepare talking points and FAQs



Training

• Train the reclassified employees 
and their managers
– Wage & hour policies
– Timekeeping procedures
– Activities that are compensable work



Questions?
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Shareholder
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